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Stakeholder Interview 
 

Introduction 
This interview should last approximately 35min. Alternatively, you may respond to the process questions 
within this document and the Stakeholder interactions within either the PowerPoint or pdf files 
included.  

Responses to this interview will be recorded anonymously and will only be used in relation to my 
graduation project titled “Designing Sustainable Startup Support in East Africa”. If you consent to your 
company/organization name being used, please let me know. Otherwise, this information will also be 
kept anonymous. This project is part of the Master program in Strategic Product Design from the faculty 
of Industrial Design Engineering at the Technical University of Delft. 

Process (5-8 min) 
1. What are the ways that you come into contact with entrepreneurs? 
2. What are the important metrics or characteristics when determining whether and how much to 

invest in a particular venture? How did you choose these?  
3. How do you continue to interact with the venture throughout or after a funding round? 
4. What are the types of financial support entrepreneurs generally get (equity, angel, impact 

investment, loan, etc)? Which ones are the most common? 

 

Stakeholder Interactions (15 min) 
These questions provide further guidance for the stakeholder interactions map provided.  
For these stakeholders, consider the following questions for each one with whom you interact: 

- Entrepreneurs 
- Investors 
- Environment 

- Society 
- Policy Makers  
- Academic Institutions 

 
Society could also be interpreted as the community or market. 
Environment refers to nature and any source of natural resources i.e. land, air, water 
 

5. What is the value you provide to the stakeholder? 
6. What is the value they provide you? 
7. What are the challenges you face within this interaction? 
8. How do you feel this interaction might be facilitated or improved? 

9. Is there any other information about your role as a funder/ investor that you would like to share? 

 

Thank you for your time and participation in this interview. 

  



Entrepreneur Interview Questions 
Introduction 
This interview should last approximately 60min.  

Responses to this interview will be recorded anonymously and will only be used in relation to my 
graduation project titled “Designing Sustainable Startup Support in East Africa”. All responses will be 
kept anonymous. This project is part of the Master program in Strategic Product Design from the faculty 
of Industrial Design Engineering at the Technical University of Delft. 

 

Choosing a Path 

1. Tell me about your idea / business. What is it? 
2. How did you come up with the idea? 

 

Hub Experience Interview (4) 
Awareness/ Evaluation 

3. How did you hear about the hub?  
4. What was your initial perception? 
5. What motivated you to apply? 

Experience 

6. When did you go through _____ program? 
7. What was the first day/ week like? 
8. What did you do once you were introduced to the program?  
9. What did you learn? How did you incorporate this into your business? 
10. What was the most helpful aspect of the program? Why? 
11. What was the least helpful? Why? 
12. Was anything very frustrating? Exciting? What was it? 

Follow Up 

13. Are you still in contact with anyone from the program?  
14. In what ways did you interact with the hub after you completed the program? 
15. What are your current challenges within your business? 

 

Venture Development Interview (2) 
Need finding / validation 

16. How did you determine that this would be a good business idea? What steps did you take? 

17. What resources did you use to help you validate the need? 
18. Which stakeholders did you reach out to and interact with? 



19. How did you hear about these resources? 
20. What did using each resource require (steps, commitment, cost)?  What value did you get from 

them? 
21. How did you feel during this part of the process (focused, confused anxious, frustrated, 

excited…) 
22. How would you evaluate their usefulness (1-5) now that you know more about the business? 

What makes you rate it that way? 
23.    If you were starting again would you follow the same path? Why? 

 

Prototyping 

24. Tell me about how you created your first prototype. 
25. What was the refinement process from then until now? 

26. What resources did you use?  Which stakeholders did you reach out to and interact with? 
27. Did you consider the environmental impact of your product, process, or business model? 
28. How did you think about the impact or benefit to the communities? 
29. How did you hear about these resources? 
30. What did using each resource require (steps, commitment, cost)?  
31. What value did you get from them? 
32. How did you feel during this part of the process (focused, confused anxious, frustrated, 

excited…) 
33. How would you evaluate their usefulness (1-5) now that you know more about the business? 

What makes you rate it that way? 
34.  If you were starting again would you follow the same path? Why? 

 

 

Business Development / Scaling 

35. When did you make your first sale/ implementation?  
36. What was your reaction?  
37. When did you realize it was time to grow (hire another person, include other locations, etc)? 
38. What did you do? Who did you talk to (stakeholders)? How did they help (value exchange)? 

a.  Resources, stakeholders, value exchange, evaluation  
39. Did you start to see or evaluate the environmental or community impact of your distribution 

and sales model? 
Summary 

40. Are there any points where you look back and say "if I were helping someone else, at this point I 
would do/ give / say…?" 

41. What is that advice/ resource/ connection? Why Is it important? 
 



Conclusion (All entrepreneurs) 
Environment 

42. As you conduct your daily activities at work and home, do you consider about taking care of the 
environment? 

43. How much do you know about ways to help the environment in your work? In your daily life? 
a. How important is it to you? Why? 

Community 

44. How much do you know about community development?  
45. How important is it to you? Why? 

46. Is there anything else I should ask you about your journey? Sustainability? 
  



Hub Interview 
Introduction 
This interview should last approximately 65min.  

Responses to this interview will be recorded anonymously and will only be used in relation to my 
graduation project titled “Designing Sustainable Startup Support in East Africa”. If you consent to your 
company/organization name being used, please let me know. Otherwise, this information will also be 
kept anonymous. This project is part of the Master program in Strategic Product Design from the faculty 
of Industrial Design Engineering at the Technical University of Delft. 

 

Awareness  
1. How do you do marketing? 
2. How has this changed over time? 
3. Are there any changes you’re planning to make 

Evaluation/ Selection 
4. Walk me through the evaluation process 
5. Can you give examples of selection criteria? 
6. Do you have a fixed evaluation committee? How do you select these individuals? 
7. Do you consider social factors in your evaluation (age, gender, residence, etc)? 
8. How do you take into account the impact of the business on the environment? 
9. How has the quality of applications changed over time? 
10. What are the ways in which the applications or range of applicants could still improve (beyond 

the services you help with)? 

Experience/Delivery 
11. Walk me through the main elements of a cohort (introduction, any core or repeated elements, 

closing or graduation) 
- Product development 
- Business model testing 
- Market research and validation 
- Supply chain / distribution 
- Mentorship 
- Legal / Financial / technical expertise and mentorship 
- Exposure / Advertising / credibility 

12. What are the elements that you consider unique or particular strengths of your program? 
13. What kind of feedback do you receive on the program elements? 
14. How do you inform investors or other potential funders of the opportunities they may have 

within your cohort? 
15. Do you ever help businesses to exit? Under what circumstances? 
16. How do you incorporate elements of environmental sustainability into your programs? Into your 

own operations? 



17. How do you incorporate elements of social equity/ community development into your 
programs? Into your own operations? 

18. What gaps would need to be filled to incorporate sustainability considerations within the 
context of your current programming? 
 

Follow Up/ Reflection 
19. How do you interact with alumni? 
20. How do you assess the progress / performance of the startups you support? 
21. How do you assess your own performance? 

Conclusion 
22. What is the vision for the next 5 years?  

- What do you need to get there? 
23. If you could select and create any 3 partnerships, what would they be?  

  



Appendix 2- Stakeholder Research

• Entrepreneur Clustering (1)

• Stakeholder Research Data Sources (3)
• Ecosystem Clustering with Quotes (1)
• Table of Statements, Clusters, and Themes (3)



Idea/ Solution validation Product/Market Fit
Prototype Launch

Customer / Revenue Creation Maturity/ Market Expansion
Stable revenue

Social

Economic

Environmental

Somehow general purpose or academic products 
are limited in functioning and quality... I’m now 

facing the problem of finding the machines, 
apparatus, or workshop helping me to perfect my 

product

Making Production Quality Products 

So you need to find the grant.  You can't find 
enough money from granting when you don't have 
a strong team and even your own investment... But 

you don't have enough money to convince 
someone to work with you

Catch22 for Securing a Grant 

11:45 “The challenge is all about money because if 
we delivered some products to the beneficiaries the 
income was owned by the boss and I didn’t get any 

money”

One Sided Partnerships- Money/IP 

Because of making those sticks, i met many directors 
of those organizations for helping those people with 

disabilities... Even right now, I'm designing those 
features they wanted me to improve

Ideas / Feedback from Experts and Users

PAIN POINT: “As an entrepreneur you want to do it 
yourself, but you need advocacy, however you need the 

right kind of advocacy”

“What I need to build is a hub where any innovator 
can come and turn his electronic project into a 

reality"

Creating a Makerspace/ 
Pilot Manufacturing Workshop

Environment conservation is my priority 
aspect related to manufacturing processes 

and market outreach

Environment conservation is my priority
We are ready to develop and implement any 

electronic project related to helping the 
community including renewable energy, 

green cities, smart cities...

Environment and Manufacturing

Need for Advocacy

There's excitement around innovation and excitement 
around mature organizations, BUT there's NO BRIDGE. 

The shiny innovator is not sustainable

Need for Advocacy

Supporting those local home grown solutions are most likely to 
be sustainable on all of those [environmental and social ] 

fronts... they’re humble, smart...maybe not the best 
communicators but they’re probably your best bet for        

investment... the shiny, cool kid- that’s not sustainable”

Funding- Cool kids vs Humble, Home Grown

The idea of breaking even at one year or even a long term 
goal is not common [among social enterprises]. We even 

hear this from large organizations... One Acre Fund gets 30% 
of money [annually] comes from external grant funding

Unrealistic Expectations from Funders

The Gov't is really supportive and recognizes our value at 
working within the system and helping the communities 
of priority... The problem comes from big funders [of the 

govt] with their own expectations

Power dynamics Among Stakeholders

Mentorship is not enough; network and connections are 
necessary to get to the next level

More than Mentorship needed

[Some of the strengths of hubs are] Building confidence 
through participation in cohorts and knowing 'it’s not 
just  me', learning how things work and how to talk 

different languages”

Benefits of Joining Hubs

 There’s a lot of smoke screens in this [food and water 
systems] industry. Those who are the best at telling the 
compelling business story with smoke mirrors, I don’t 

think it’s intentionally deceitful... are the most successful. 
The businesses that are more authentic and likely to 
state the truth of circumstances are not getting the 
funding. I see that burning out people left and right”

Authenticity vs Dreams of Funders

Trying to find potential fabricators and those to help 
with building your product is like going on the black 

market. Literally, dark gates with no signs. You have to 
know somebody who knows somebody just to get a 

production prototype built

Finding Fabricators like a black market

The problem of getting raw materials, machinery, 
and such capital just to help you establishing your 

new venture is the main problem of ours

Finding and purchasing  capital equipment 

Sometimes you get into trouble if you present yourself as 
an innovator, then you're not a mature 

organization...innovation hubs should be about how do 
you take your innovations and stop calling them that

Credibility as a Company > Innovator status

The [stakeholder] funder, mentor, hub that's coming in 
shouldn't have a one size fits all approach but spends a 
chunk of time listening and recognizing the expertise of 

the social entrepreneur

Listening to Entrepreneurs FirstThe hubs decide that they know who the innovators are who 
should be funded and so they may not even be aware that 
there's someone else that's making impact and has been 

pushed to the side

Promoting New, Unaware of Existing Solutions

There's so much excitement around innovators, then there's 
the large organizations that are seen as capable of larger 

solutions, there are very few organizations that support the 
process to go from [one to another]...how do you support 
that from resources, funding and operationally... the nitty 
gritty to operationalize a strategy (WeScale through Grand 

Challenges Canada helped with this)

Innovator+ support- GAP- Large Org+ Credibility

22:30 The only way you can succeed in Africa is 
through partnerships. You have to have partners in 

those markets that’s going to help you build your 
business and find clients.

Partners are key for different markets 

- No support from the government for African 
hardware entrepreneurs

- No Govt (RW) Support for Producing  

I find the whole culture of hubs very pest- like. It starts off luke 
warm but then it does not reap as much benefits, especially the 

ones that have local programs. Entrepreneurs become numbers for 
each of the target demographic segments. There was one where I 
was updating every week but I had nothing to update. It was like I 
had a boss, that’s what I mean by it’s pest like. That type of terms 

and conditions

Pest like Culture of Hubs

[You] go in, get training, if funding you get it, and then after 
let us showcase you, and provide us follow up reports. 

Spend 90% of the time doing follow up reports for them and 
not the really work

Reporting for hub instead of working

I don’t think the environment understands the design 
process. Now even more specifically for innovations that are 
hybrid hardware, software, and data. It would be really nice 

to have a less only fintech skewed environment.

Fintech skewed environment

Pet peeve- some people know what buzz words to use to get into 
the hub. How to mitigate- especially very broad hubs, have an 

expert in the panel or at least knowledgeable, to reduce the risk of 
smoke screens. Select the right people to select entrants who ask 

the right questions. Garbage in, garbage out. That’s why I told 
about ISHOW to anyone who would listen, they do mechanical and 

its driven by people who know mechanical

Importance of Selection Committee

People tend to have a better experience from hubs that are 
broader than just Kenya. So a lot of entrepreneurs search for 

programs that are run internationally to prevent the 
cannibalistic hubs.

Hubs Broader than just Kenya

There’s a huge pool of early startup funding, then nothing 
and series A funding. Now we’re in the wilderness

Funding Gap 

Everyone who got Series A funding got it after they got a 
white cofounder. We are all looking for a token white person 

for the cofounder (for marketing). If its equity and debt 
funding, has white board or cofounders. There’s a website to 

hire a website to hire a white person

Funding Bias to Mzungu

 The hubs don’t usually sell themselves so you know why 
you should join to make it more reciprocal. Be more up 

front about the strengths and value offered.

Want to know About the Hubs Upfront

We use solar to power the technology to be able 
to improve access and digital infrastructure in 

rural areas... We use solar because energy 
connectivity is an issue 

Solar as a means for Greater Social Impact 

Unfortunately the prototype was terrible, quality 
wise, it was all plastic. But it was successful 
[functionally] and we experienced the original 

business model wasn't going to work in low income 
areas.

Co- developing product and Business Model 

Unfortunately, we had to pivot, I started [company] to have an 
impact, and now I deviated a little bit from the original mission. Now 
we’re still trying to fight to keep the original impact ... I wanted to do 
a business that would cater to communities that no one else does. 
Trying to build a model where we focus on making money but still 

keep our impact mission within the company.

Fighting to keep impact and make money

When you look at home solar systems, cooking stoves, none of 
them are profitable. And the reality is it has become, who is able 

to keep up with fundraising? And there’s a lot of bias in 
fundraising

Energy and bias in fundraising  forced shift to 
profitability focus

Cultural

We never rely on the government for anything. And we have 
a hustler mentality because no one will look out for you, 
well you can rely on your [immediate] family, but that's it

Rely on yourself (Kenya)

We have a focus on secondary cities - its close to me 
because of my urban planning background- but you can't 

just cater to capital cities- it's not sustainable. We did a 
STEM and tech roadshow in province centers.

Focus on Secondary Cities Capacity

Because of the size of the country, it's a bit easier to get 
started. You can get a mix of people... it makes Rwanda the 
perfect playground to test things and pilot new innovations.

Perfect Test Playground (Rwanda)

Africa is a very fragmented market. You have to have 
a hybrid business model for different markets. 

Because some are dynamic, some are government 
led controlled, like Rwanda... you can’t have the 

same business model for everything

Business Models for each Market Type 

I hope they would be available on time... 
Expectation is once per week so I provided 

feedback to [hub] team and there was 
improvement but still room to grow

Mentor Availability

It's a lot to combine the [hub] activities 
with ground work [for my job

Time Commitment for Programs

They want so much of you and I'm thinking 
'I have a business to run.' I can't clear my 
schedule for a week 3 days in advance or 

spend 2 days a week

I Have a Business to Run

So often it's the same content... I send my 
staff because I already know the stuff. I 
don't have time and it can help them [in 

professional development]

Repeat Content

The first and main idea is to directly train students 
and industry with hands on work in IOT and 4th IR 
and  those things. We want to help them become 

IoT innovators, not just technicians

Training and Hub for 4th Industrial Revolution

Facilitating (Hardware) Innovators - Entrepreneurs see a gap

We tried but it’s too difficult. Students don’t have 
enough time, and with professors you basically 
spend your time begging and pushing. It was a 

waste of time

Partnering with Academia 'a waste'

Struggle to find partners to create High Quality Products/ Prototypes
Gap- Advocacy, Support, and Funding between Launch and Scale up  

Time >> Value Provided by Hub content, 
Here for the money

We tried to pack our items in paper packages. and using the 
learning tool we created, we attempted to recycle the items that 

had been remaining... Actually, I don't know more how I can 
improve to take care environment. I want to learn

Doing all we know

Honestly No. [I don't consider the environment in 
my daily activites]. I would be interested to know 

more. What I know is to prevent erosion by creating 
rain water canalization, plant trees on mountain,

use environment friendly tool like gas[over 
charcoal], electric car

No Actionable Knowledge, No Daily Considerations

I know a bit about taking care of the environment but, I 
cannot say I am knowledgeable about improving the 
environment. I think it would help greatly if I can do 

both [incorporating environmental sustainability with 
my social mission].

I know and do a bit

I want to know and do more in my business

Standing out in the smoke and buzz words

Challenge to attain Social impact and growth

2 of our alumni have decided that they 
also want to start hubs, so the ecosystem 

is growing (250starup)

Alumni starting hubs

It’s almost impossible to have a sustainable business in 
hardware when you’re catering to low income people. When you 

look at home solar systems, cooking stoves, none of them are 
profitable.

Impossible to be sustainable catering to low income

Entrepreneur Insights



Resources used for Stakeholder Research
Stakeholder 

Group
Location Perspective (Occpation) Data Source Reference

Kenya Government STI Policy
Kenya Ministry Of Science And Technology. (2008). Republic Of 
Kenya: Science, Technology And Innovation Policy And Strategy .

Kenya Government Report Kenya National Innovation Agency. (2021). Kenya Innovation Week .

Rwanda Government STI Policy
Rwanda National Council For Science And Technology. (2020). 
Government of Rwanda: Science, Technology And Innovation Policy .

Rwanda Government News Article

Larnyoh, M. T. (2020, August 27). Here is why Rwanda is creating a 
Startup Act . Business Insider Africa . 
https://africa.businessinsider.com/local/markets/here-is-why-rwanda-
is-creating-a-startup-act/yrg7p7e

Rwanda Government
Entrepreneurship 
Policy

Rwanda Ministry Of Trade And Industry. (2020). Entrepreneurship 
Development Policy Developing an effective entrepreneurship and 
MSME ecosystem in Rwanda.

Rwanda Government Climate Strategy
Government of Rwanda. (2011). Green Growth and Climate 
Resilience: National Strategy for Climate Change and Low Carbon 
Development Kigali .

Kenya Professor (1), Interview

Kenya Student (1) Interview, Website 
About SU – Strathmore University. (n.d.). from 
https://strathmore.edu/about-strathmore/

Kenya Website

University Industry Partnerships - Division of Technology, Innovation 
and Partnerships (TIP) - The Technical University of Kenya. (n.d.). 
Retrieved May 8, 2022, from 
http://tip.tukenya.ac.ke/index.php/directorates/university-industry-
partnerships

Rwanda Principal (1), Interview
Rwanda Lecturer (1) Interview

Kenya Kenya Airways
Innovation Workshop 
video

Kenya Airways. KQ Aviation 101 Workshop . YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dC-QZIZE4xw

Kenya Kenya Airways News Article

Kenya Airways Launches Fahari Innovation Challenge. - PAN 
AFRICAN VISIONS . (2021, July 1). Pan African Visions. 
https://panafricanvisions.com/2021/07/kenya-airways-launches-fahari-
innovation-challenge/
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Kenya SafariCom News Article

Ndambuki, J. (2015, October 4). Safaricom and the Next Generation of
Tech Entrepreneurs in Kenya | Mobile for Development. GSMA Mobile 
for Development. 
https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/country/kenya/safarico
m-and-the-next-generation-of-tech-entrepreneurs-in-kenya/

Kenya SafariCom Corporate Report
Safaricom. (2018). ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP .
https://www.safaricom.co.ke/sustainabilityreport_2018/our-material-
topics/environmental-stewardship/

Rwanda
Expert, Economic 
Development

Blog

White, S. P. (2019, August 21). Supporting Public-Private
Partnerships for Industry Development - Simon White . 
https://simonwhite.com.au/2019/08/31/supporting-public-private-
partnerships-for-industry-development/

Rwanda Company- Ampersand Article

Adeyemi, D. (2021, April 12). Rwandan startup Ampersand raises 
$3.5M, largest-ever e-mobility investment in sub-Saharan Africa. 
TechCabal . https://techcabal.com/2021/04/12/rwandan-startup-
ampersand-raises-largest-ever-e-mobility-investment/

Rwanda
International Devlopment 
Specialist

Article

Gozel, S. (2022, April 6). Opinion: How public-private partnerships 
boost health tech in Rwanda | Devex . Devex. 
https://www.devex.com/news/opinion-how-public-private-
partnerships-boost-health-tech-in-rwanda-102883

Africa 
Director, Social Innovation 
Johnson & Johnson

Interview

Kenya GlobalX Investments, Founder Interview

Africa AfriLabs- Catalytic Africa Slide Deck Sent from AfriLabs

Global CC Investments, Founder Interview

Africa AfriLabs, Community Manager Interview

Africa AfriLabs Report
Afrilabs, & Briter Bridges. (2019). BUILDING A CONDUCIVE 
SETTING FOR INNOVATORS TO THRIVE: A QUALITATIVE AND 
QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF One HUNDRED HUBS ACROSS AFRICA .

Africa AfriLabs Report
Briter Bridges. (2021). Bolstering innovators in Africa . 
www.fmo.nl/venturesprogram.

Kenya ASSEK Website
ASSEK. (2022). Our Constitution- Association of Startup and SMEs 
Enablers of Kenya. https://assek.ke/index.php/about-us/our-
constitution
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Kenya ASSEK
Conference 
Presentation

ASSEK. (2021, December 6). (4) ASSEK Annual Conference -Robert 
Karanja ,ASSEK Chairperson speaks on the Role of ESOs - YouTube. 
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bx6iC_N8064

Emerging Markets

Global Accelerator Learning 
Initiative

Report

Roberts, P. W., et al. (2017). ACCELERATING STARTUPS IN 
EMERGING MARKETS: Insights from 43 Programs EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY . https://www.galidata.org/publications/accelerating-
startups-in-emerging-markets/

East Africa
Global Accelerator Learning 
Initiative

Report
Global Accelerator Learning Initiative. (2020). Landscape Study of 
Accelerators and Incubators in East Africa .

Rwanda AfriLabs Members Report
AfriLabs & Mozilla. (2020). African Innovation Ecosystem 

Roundtables  AfriLabs
Kenya AfriLabs Members Report
World Food Program IGNITE Innovation Advisor Interview

USAID Official Blog

Langhorne, E. (2019, November 6). Charity vs. Investment: USAID’s 
Journey to Self-Reliance and the INVEST Initiative. Marketlinks . 
https://www.marketlinks.org/blogs/charity-vs-investment-usaids-
journey-self-reliance-and-invest-initiative

Kenya Manufacturing Interview

Kenya Medical Tech
Informal
conversations 20min chat at Hub Networking Event

Kenya
Clean Energy 

Informal 
conversations 

Rwanda Medical Device Interview
Regional Digital Infrastructure Interview
Rwanda IoT Interview
Rwanda Medical Tech Interview
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Somehow general purpose or academic products 
are limited in functioning and quality... I’m now 

facing the problem of finding the machines, 
apparatus, or workshop helping me to perfect my 

product

Making Production Quality Products 

So you need to find the grant.  You can't find enough 
money from granting when you don't have a strong 
team and even your own investment... But you don't 
have enough money to convince someone to work 

with you

Catch22 for Securing a Grant 

11:45 “The challenge is all about money because if 
we delivered some products to the beneficiaries the 
income was owned by the boss and I didn’t get any 

money”

One Sided Partnerships- Money/IP 

Because of making those sticks, i met many directors 
of those organizations for helping those people with 

disabilities... Even right now, I'm designing those 
features they wanted me to improve

Ideas / Feedback from Experts and Users

PAIN POINT: “As an entrepreneur you want to do it 
yourself, but you need advocacy, however you need the 

right kind of advocacy”

“What I need to build is a hub where any innovator 
can come and turn his electronic project into a 

reality"

Creating a Makerspace/ 
Pilot Manufacturing Workshop

Environment conservation is my priority aspect 
related to manufacturing processes and 

market outreach

Environment Conservation in Manufacturing
We are ready to develop and implement any 

electronic project related to helping the 
community including renewable energy, green 

cities, smart cities...

Electronics for the Environment

Need for Advocacy

Supporting those local home grown solutions are most likely to be 
sustainable on all of those [environmental and social ] fronts... they’re 

humble, smart...maybe not the best communicators but they’re 
probably your best bet for investment... the shiny, cool kid- that’s not 

sustainable”

Funding- Cool kids vs Humble, Home Grown

Funders want to see a plan to break even...The idea of 
breaking even at one year or even a long term goal is not 

common [among social enterprises]. We even hear this from 
large organizations... One Acre Fund gets 30% of money 

[annually] comes from external grant funding

Unrealistic Expectations from Funders

The Gov't is really supportive and recognizes our value at 
working within the system and helping the communities 
of priority... The problem comes from big funders [of the 

govt] with their own expectations

Funders Reorient Otherwise Supportive Client

Mentorship is not enough; network and connections are 
necessary to get to the next level

More than Mentorship needed

[Some of the strengths of hubs are] Building confidence 
through participation in cohorts and knowing 'it’s not just 
 me', learning how things work and how to talk different 

languages”

Hubs Build Camraderie, Confidence, Communication

 There’s a lot of smoke screens in this [food and water systems] 
industry. Those who are the best at telling the compelling 

business story with smoke mirrors, I don’t think it’s intentionally 
deceitful... are the most successful. The businesses that are more 

authentic and likely to state the truth of circumstances are not 
getting the funding. I see that burning out people left and right”

Authenticity vs Dreams of Funders

Trying to find potential fabricators and those to help with 
building your product is like going on the black market. 

Literally, dark gates with no signs. You have to know 
somebody who knows somebody just to get a production 

prototype built

Finding Fabricators like a black market

The problem of getting raw materials, machinery, 
and such capital just to help you establishing your 

new venture is the main problem of ours

Finding and purchasing  capital equipment 

The [stakeholder] funder, mentor, hub that's coming in 
shouldn't have a one size fits all approach but spends a 
chunk of time listening and recognizing the expertise of 

the social entrepreneur

Listening to Entrepreneurs First

The hubs decide that they know who the innovators are who 
should be funded and so they may not even be aware that 
there's someone else that's making impact and has been 

pushed to the side

Promoting New, Unaware of Existing Solutions

There's so much excitement around innovators, then there's 
the large organizations that are seen as capable of larger 

solutions, there are very few organizations that support the 
process to go from [one to another]...how do you support 
that from resources, funding and operationally... the nitty 
gritty to operationalize a strategy (WeScale through Grand 

Challenges Canada helped with this)

Innovator+ support- GAP- Large Org+ Credibility

22:30 The only way you can succeed in Africa is 
through partnerships. You have to have partners in 

those markets that’s going to help you build your 
business and find clients.

Partners are key for different markets 

- No support from the government for African 
hardware entrepreneursr

- No Govt (RW) Support for Producing  

I find the whole culture of hubs very pest- like. It starts off luke warm 
but then it does not reap as much benefits, especially the ones that 
have local programs. Entrepreneurs become numbers for each of 

the target demographic segments. There was one where I was 
updating every week but I had nothing to update. It was like I had a 

boss, that’s what I mean by it’s pest like. That type of terms and 
conditions

Pest like Culture of Hubs

[You] go in, get training, if funding you get it, and then after 
let us showcase you, and provide us follow up reports. Spend 
90% of the time doing follow up reports for them and not the 

really work

Reporting for hub instead of working

I don’t think the environment understands the design 
process. Now even more specifically for innovations that are 
hybrid hardware, software, and data. It would be really nice 

to have a less only fintech skewed environment.

Fintech skewed environment

Pet peeve- some people know what buzz words to use to get into the 
hub. How to mitigate- especially very broad hubs, have an expert in 

the panel or at least knowledgeable, to reduce the risk of smoke 
screens. Select the right people to select entrants who ask the right 

questions. Garbage in, garbage out. That’s why I told about ISHOW to 
anyone who would listen, they do mechanical and its driven by 

people who know mechanical

Importance of Selection Committee

People tend to have a better experience from hubs that are 
broader than just Kenya. So a lot of entrepreneurs search for 

programs that are run internationally to prevent the 
cannibalistic hubs.

Hubs Broader than just Kenya

There’s a huge pool of early startup funding, 
then nothing and series A funding. Now we’re 

in the wilderness

Funding Gap 

 The hubs don’t usually sell themselves so you know why you 
should join to make it more reciprocal. Be more up front 

about the strengths and value offered.

Want to know About the Hubs Upfront

We use solar to power the technology to be able 
to improve access and digital infrastructure in 

rural areas... We use solar because energy 
connectivity is an issue 

Solar as a means for Greater Social Impact 

Unfortunately the prototype was terrible, quality 
wise, it was all plastic.

Co- developing product and Business Model 

Unfortunately, we had to pivot, I started [company] to have an 
impact, and now I deviated a little bit from the original mission. Now 

we’re still trying to fight to keep the original impact ... I wanted to do a 
business that would cater to communities that no one else does. 

Trying to build a model where we focus on making money but still 
keep our impact mission within the company.

Fighting to keep impact and make money

 And the reality is it has become, who is able to keep up 
with fundraising? And there’s a lot of bias in fundraising

Energy and bias in fundraising  

We never rely on the government for anything. And 
we have a hustler mentality because no one will look 

out for you, well you can rely on your [immediate] 
family, but that's it

Rely on yourself (Kenya)

We have a focus on secondary cities - its close to me because 
of my urban planning background- but you can't just cater to 

capital cities- it's not sustainable. We did a STEM and tech 
roadshow in province centers.

Focus on Secondary Cities Capacity

Because of the size of the country, it's a bit 
easier to get started. You can get a mix of 

people... it makes Rwanda the perfect 
playground to test things and pilot new 

innovations.

Perfect Test Playground (Rwanda)

Africa is a very fragmented market. You have to have 
a hybrid business model for different markets. 

Because some are dynamic, some are government 
led controlled, like Rwanda... you can’t have the same 

business model for everything

Business Models for each Market Type I hope they would be available on time... 
Expectation is once per week so I provided 

feedback to [hub] team and there was 
improvement but still room to grow

Mentor Availability is a challenge

It's a lot to combine the [hub] activities 
with ground work [for my job

High Time Commitment for Programs

They want so much of you and I'm thinking 'I 
have a business to run.' I can't clear my 

schedule for a week 3 days in advance or 
spend 2 days a week

I have a business to run

So often it's the same content... I send my 
staff because I already know the stuff. I don't 

have time and it can help them [in 
professional development]

Repeat Content

The first and main idea is to directly train students 
and industry with hands on work in IOT and 4th IR 

and  those things. We want to help them become IoT 
innovators, not just technicians

Training and Hub for 4th Industrial Revolution

250Startup- 2 of our alumni have 
decided that they also want to 
start hubs, so the ecosystem is 

growing

We tried but it’s too difficult. Students don’t have 
enough time, and with professors you basically 

spend your time begging and pushing. It was a waste 
of time

Partnering with Academia 'a waste'

We tried to pack our items in paper packages. and using the 
learning tool we created, we attempted to recycle the items that 

had been remaining... Actually, I don't know more how I can 
improve to take care environment. I want to learn

Doing all we know

Honestly No. [I don't consider the environment in my daily 
activites]. I would be interested to know more. What I know is to 
prevent erosion by creating rain water canalization, plant trees 

on mountain, use environment friendly tool like gas[over 
charcoal], electric car

No Actionable Knowledge, No Daily Considerations

I know a bit about taking care of the environment but, I 
cannot say I am knowledgeable about improving the 
environment. I think it would help greatly if I can do 

both [incorporating environmental sustainability with 
my social mission].

I know and do a bit for the environment

The main thing we try to do for entrepreneurship is to 
bring in other entrepreneurs. Students are interested 
after seeing alumni... Some students that go abroad are 
also interested to bring those technologies here

The earlier entrepreneurs are in the 
ideation phase... then they really need 
more business and technical skill 
development

Entrepreneurs are often unaware of their own 
limitations, resource gaps, financial potential, and 
short sighted...

RW: Students lack understanding of potential 
commercialization vs application of learning

RW: Goal of 214k jobs per year for local 
production, SMEs (Vision 2050)

Governments desire to create academia- 
industry partnerships

Hubs focus on working with youth and women 
to improve unemployment rates and 
representation (GALI 2020)

Hubs need to strengthen pipeline 

K: 4th Industrial Rev Readiness added to 
Digital Readiness goals

Programs and certifications for hub managers 
becoming common (AfriLabs, Amani Institute, 
VillGro, Global Innovation, Institute)

Hub green initiatives often initiated by funders / partners 
(for non-”eco” hubs) (AfriLabs)

As hubs grew, they were approached by 
investors but their criteria doesn’t align with 
what’s happening in Africa. We wanted to 
provide funding that aligns (AfriLabs)

When I started teaching, I also worked  
consulting for different engineering companies 
to get additional (RW_

RW: Academia lacks funding and industry partnerships

Hubs engage alumni to deliver training, market and 
selecting new cohort by allowing access to markets, 
networks, and capital (GALI 2020)

“Lighthouses” motivate other entrepreneurs, bring 
awareness, funding and resources behind them (Tiba)

Hubs operate w/o knowing each other 
and compete with parallel programs

Govts creating (RW) partnering with 
hubs outside Rwanda

Clean energy and conservation are govt 
priorities (Rwanda and Kenya STI Policy)

RW: Little understanding of incorporating eco 
sustainability throughout process/ implementation (solar 
panels + incandescent)

Often the students get ideas from the 
community but they don't have enough time to 
deliver the final working product

Engaging in sustainability offers industry PR value- 
money savings because people want to write about 
positive (or negative) impact

Larger NGOs and Corporate innovation programs work 
with local vendors to provide physical resources

Big benefit of interacting with E Africa is 
employee engagement (I have a waiting 
list to help innovators in Africa

Innovative environment is key to 
supporting entrepreneurship

Culture impacts risk tolerance

Students are interested [in entrepreneurship] after 
seeing alumni who have their own business (RP)

Hubs are concentrated in key cities but nascent 
ecosystem support structures in non- capital cities
are emerging.

Educate the investors on how the culture of the startups is 
(whether they tend to offer the moon, or uncomfortable sayng 
we can do this)... Also, educate the team on being more 
understandable to the investors who will be present (CC)

Increased diversity of entrepreneurship options allows one to 
better unlock the creative, innovative, change and ambiguity 
potential of individuals. These characteristics might further 
contribute to strengthen competitiveness in an international 
environment, (Kaufmann 2009)

Countries are developing Startup Acts and 
designated departments for innovation 
(AfriLabs)

One thing I look for is the credibility or brand 
value of the hub... And other VCs are interested 
when certain investors are involved

Multiple organizations focused on promoting 
entrepreneurship and / or supporting hubs  offer 
Programs and certifications for hubs / managers  
(AfriLabs, ANDE, VillGro USA)

Tensions Between Goal & Effect

Hub Work Impeding Biz Activities

Entrepreneurs Show Flexibility

Entrepreneurs seek Appropriate mentors

Facilitating (Electronics) Innovators - 
Entrepreneurs see a gap

Picking Partners and Supply Chain

Partnerships Add value

It’s almost impossible to have a sustainable business in 
hardware when you’re catering to low income people. When 

you look at home solar systems, cooking stoves, none of them 
are profitable

Impossible to be sustainable catering to low income

Stakeholder's set criteria 
for each other

Generating and Finding Funding

I want to know and do more Eco in my business

Entrepreneurs need self awareness early on

Partnership Opportunities

Everyone who got Series A funding got it after they got a white 
cofounder. We are all looking for a token white person for the 
cofounder (for marketing). If its equity and debt funding, has 

white board or cofounders. There’s a website to hire a website 
to hire a white person

Funding Bias to Mzungu

Improving the hub process

Building credibility
Utilizing Hub Alumni

Understanding 
and creating 
Entrepreneurial 
Culture

Society Culture sets the stage
Bridging Funding Culture

“Lighthouses” motivate other entrepreneurs, bring 
awareness, funding and resources behind them (Tiba 2020)

Understand what exists

Hub Trends & Priorities

Clean energy and conservation are 
govt priorities

RW: Little understanding of incorporating eco 
sustainability throughout process/ implementation (solar 
panels + incandescent)

Building Youth Entrepreneurial Capacity

Opportunities to Add value with Partnerships

Bias in Funding
How to get fundsChallenges finding Funding

Need better support for Hub Alumni

Greater need for alumni support due to 
weaker networks in Global South

Knowledge Gap in Implementing Renewable Energy Clean Energy Priorities

Alumni Starting Hubs

Alumni Examples Motivate Students

Lighthouses bring interest, $ and Resources

“Lighthouses” motivate other entrepreneurs, bring 
awareness, funding and resources behind them (Tiba)

Lighthouses bring interest, $ and Resources

Now some hubs are packaging up what they do, 
branding it, and selling it to other hubs... There 
are incubators of incubators (LM)

Hubs Branding and Selling their Methods 

Hub / Management Certifications Available 

Bridge gap on Culture and Communication 

“Lighthouses” ... bring funding and resources behind 
them (Tiba)

Lighthouses bring $ and Resources

lower levels of investment for the more 
established emerging market ventures may be 
due to a mismatch between what investors and  
entrepreneurs are looking for. It may also indicate 
investors’ cultural  bias (GALI 2017)

Mismatch in Investor / Venture Expectations

RW Govt Goals for Local Production Jobs

Funders Initiate Specific Green Programs

Alumni Support the Hubs they Graduate

Limited resources restrict alumni support 
programming, along with alumni moving to 
other cities. (GALI 2020)

Resources Limit Alumni Support

Lighthouses bring interest, $ and Resources

Teachers Work Extra Jobs for Income 

Academia lacks funding and industry partnerships 

Hub and Manager Accreditation Rising

Hubs Focus on Unemployment  

African Countries Creating Startup Acts

Diversity in entrepreneurial culture entrepreneur diversity 
and competitiveness

Hubs Compete with parallel programs

Entrepreneurs Unaware of Own Limitations 

Student Interest Follows Examples

Credibility Brings Follow on Investment 

Funder Criteria Not Aligned to Reality

You really have to be passionate to work in 
this(hubs). There's no money in it

No $ Working in Hubs

 At one point, there was a few months where I wasn't getting 
salary... even some of the workers... Now we have funding 

for a few years so we can plan.

Hub Salary Gaps due to Funding Challenges

Funding for hubs and startups is a huge need and 
challenge. As they grew, they were approached by 
investors but the criteria doesn’t align with what’s 

happening in Africa.

Hubs Need Funding

There is a compelling need for hubs to 
strengthen the dialogue and cohesion between 

actors in order to ensure continuity in the 
pipeline from idea to growth.

Hubs need to strengthen the pipeline 

There is a compelling need for hubs to 
strengthen the dialogue and cohesion between 

actors in order to ensure continuity in the 
pipeline from idea to growth.

Hubs Impacting beyond Startups 

More and more hubs are
focusing on different ways to create wider social

impact ... that may not be strictly startup- 
focused.

Hubs are characterised by hybrid revenue models... 
compared to findings from Briter’s 2019 hubs study, hubs 
are increasingly reliant on external donors to fund their 

operations

Hubs Need Funding and Alternate  Revenue

Hubs 
Struggle 

and Seek 
Funding

Large programs can partner with local innovators 
for physical resources

Clean Energy Priorities but Incomplete Knowledge

Eco Sustainability Offers Good PR and 
Money Savings

Want to Know More

Ready to Do More

"There is an expectation that when a venture goes through 
programs, it must succeed... both hubs and ventures are 
not ready to accept the possibility of failure, as it reflects 
poorly on them and affects future investments" GALI

Community provides challenges but school 
can’t deliver solutions

Government of Rwanda launched the 
Hanga Pitchfest competition to 
support tech startups and partnered 
with Nigerian hub

Students don't understand when something could be 
commercialized as an idea... They are working to 
finish the project

Early Stage need for Skill Development

Interacting   with Innovators boosts 
employee engagement

Breaking silos, building bridges. (KIW Resolution)
i. Connecting academia and private sector (via 
innovation bridge, case studies, linkage events).

, Rwanda will work closely with relevant 
stakeholders to design and implement targeted 
national research and innovation promotion 
programs and create awards models aimed at 
fostering research and innovation

Governments desire to create academia- 
industry partnerships

Peer networking with other accelerator alumni, continued 
relationships with mentors, and active connections to 

other service providers or funders matter. Accelerators,
and their funders, should think about these important 

services.

Need a cross- border infrastructure that 
helps entrepreneurs to enter new markets 
and implement more quickly

Need for cross- border infrastructure in Africa

Building Secondary Cities Capacity

a society seeking an entrepreneurship 
culture might have to "dig out the weeds 
of the past to provide a free environment 
to let creativity and a higher diversity of 
change outcome flourish for the sake of 
the society."

Unfortunately, we had to pivot, I started [company] to have an impact, 
and now I deviated a little bit from the original mission. Now we’re still 
trying to fight to keep the original impact ... I wanted to do a business 

that would cater to communities that no one else does. Trying to build a 
model where we focus on making money but still keep our impact 

mission within the company.

Fighting to keep impact and make money

It’s almost impossible to have a sustainable business in hardware when 
you’re catering to low income people. When you look at home solar 

systems, cooking stoves, none of them are profitable. And the reality is 
it has become, who is able to keep up with fundraising? And there’s a 

lot of bias in fundraising

Impossible to be sustainable catering to low income

Challenge to attain Social impact and growth

Statement Card Clusters- All Stakeholders



Statements Clusters Themes 
Rely on Yourself (Kenya) Society Culture sets the 

Stage for 
Entrepreneurship 

Understanding 
and Creating 

Entrepreneurial 
Culture 

Innovative environment is key for Entrepreneurship 
Culture impacts risk tolerance 
Bridge gap on Culture and Communication Bridging Funding Culture 
Lighthouses bring $ and Resources 
Africa Creating Startup Acts 
Hubs Build Camraderie, Confidence, Communication 
Building Secondary Cities Capacity 
Diversity in entrepreneurial culture facilitates 
entrepreneur diversity 
Perfect Test Playground (Rwanda) 
Fintech skewed environment 
Authenticity vs Dreams of Funders Bias in Funding 

Generating and 
Finding 
Funding 

Energy and bias in fundraising 
Funding Bias to Mzungu 
Mismatch in Investor / Venture Expectations 
Catch22 for Securing a Grant Challenges finding 

Funding No Govt (RW) Support for Producing 
Academia lacks funding and industry partnerships 
Funding Gap 
Hubs Need Funding Hubs Struggle and Seek 

Funding No $ Working in Hubs 
Hubs Need Funding and Alternate 
Hub Salary Gaps due to Funding Challenges 
Lighthouses bring interest, $ and Resources How to Get Funds 
Teachers Work Extra Jobs for Income 
Funding- Cool kids vs Humble, Home Grown 
Promoting New, Unaware of Existing Solutions Stakeholders don't 

understand what exists 

Tensions 
Between Goal 

& Effect 

Govts & NGOs creating (RW) or partnering (K) with hubs 
Hubs operate w/o knowing each other and compete 
with parallel programs 
High Time Commitment for Programs (2) Hub Work Impeding 

Business Activities Pest like Culture of Hubs 
Reporting for hub instead of working 

Greater need for alumni support due to weaker 
networks in Global South 

Need better support for 
Hub Alumni 

Impossible to be sustainable catering to low income 
Knowledge Gap in Implementing Renewable Energy 
Clean Energy Priorities 



Community provides challenges but school can’t deliver 
solutions 
Ideas / Feedback from Experts and Users Entrepreneurs Show 

Flexibility 

Building Youth 
Entrepreneurial 

Capacity 

Fighting to keep impact and make money 
Business Models for each Market Type 
Understanding of potential commercialization vs 
application of learning 

Entrepreneurs need self-
awareness early on 

Early Stage need for Skill Development 
Entrepreneurs Unaware of Own Limitations 
Student Interest Follows Examples 
Partnering with Academia 'a waste' Partnership 

Opportunities 

Opportunities 
to Add value 

with 
Partnerships 

Governments promote academia-industry partnerships 
Need for cross-border infrastructure in Africa 
Interacting with Innovators boosts employee 
engagement 

Partnerships Add value 

Large programs can partner with local innovators for 
physical resources 
Partners are key for different market 
Hubs need to strengthen pipeline from idea to growth 
No Actionable Knowledge, No Daily Considerations Want to Know More 

I want to know 
and do more 

Eco in my 
business 

Doing all we know 
I know and do a bit for the environment 
Clean Energy Priorities but Incomplete Knowledge 
Electronics for the Environment Ready to Do More 
Eco Sustainability Offers Good PR and Money Savings 
Environment Conservation in Manufacturing 
Funders Redirect Otherwise Supportive Client Stakeholders Set Criteria 

for Each Other 
Listening to Entrepreneurs First 
Unrealistic Expectations from Funders 
Funders Initiate Specific Green Programs 
RW Govt Goals for Local Production Jobs 
Funder Criteria Not Aligned to Reality 
Innovator+ support- GAP- Large Org+ Credibility Entrepreneurs seek 

Appropriate mentors More than Mentorship needed 
Need for Advocacy 
Mentor Availability 
Hub / Management Certifications Available Building credibility 
Lighthouses bring interest, $ and Resources 
Hubs Branding and Selling their Methods 
Credibility Brings Follow on Investment 
Resources Limit Alumni Support Utilizing Hub Alumni 
Alumni Support the Hubs they Graduate 



Alumni Examples Motivate Students 
Lighthouses bring interest, $ and Resources 
Want to know About the Hubs Upfront Improving the hub 

process Repeat Content 
Importance of Selection Committee 
One Sided Partnerships- Money/IP Picking Partners and 

Supply Chain Finding Fabricators like a black market 
Finding and purchasing  capital equipment 
Making Production Quality Products 
Co-developing product and Business Model 
Creating a Makerspace/ Pilot Manufacturing Workshop Facilitating (Electronics) 

Innovators - 
Entrepreneurs see a gap 

Training and Hub for 4th Industrial Revolution 
Alumni starting hubs 
4th Industrial Rev Readiness in Kenya goals 
Hubs Focus on Unemployment Hub Trends & Priorities 
Hubs need to strengthen pipeline 
Hub and Manager Accreditation Rising 
Hubs Impacting beyond Startups 
Solar as a means for Greater Social Impact 
Hubs Broader than just Kenya 



Role Priorities Interactions Opportunities 

A
ca

de
m

ia
 

Employ and develop 
competent and effective 
citizens  

• Cultivate their
reputation for doing so

• Create and formalize
relationships to facilitate career
pathways for students and
drive interest in the school.
• Engage with entrepreneurs to
expose students to new
technology, to spark interest in
entrepreneurship, and to
support practical applied
projects for students.

In
du

st
ry

 

• Develop internal
innovation processes

• Support ecosystem
innovation in alignment
with corporate social
responsibility goals
“By giving young girls
an incentive to apply
themselves to the
issues they face using
technology, we hope to
nurture the next
generation of home-
grown innovators,”

• Medium and large companies
focus more on economic
efficiency and miss
opportunities to utilize the
ecosystem to inspire
innovation, facilitate
environmentally friendly value
chains, and access a larger
talent pool.
• Large companies have an
opportunity  to identify
potential acquisition or co-
development opportunities
with hubs and entrepreneurs



Role Priorities Interactions Opportunities 

Po
lic

y 
M

ak
er

s-
 G

ov
er

nm
en

t • Driving economic 
growth through 
innovation and 
entrepreneurship.  

• Creating policies and 
programs to support 
entrepreneurship 
Rwanda has a more 
hands on approach 
toward this than Kenya 

 

• Improve the process of 
getting feedback from other 
stakeholders 
• Set bold targets aimed at 
protecting the environment and 
promoting social equity 

Fu
nd

er
s 

• Make the biggest 
impact  
Investors value clear 
expectations , 
digestible company 
information, and a 
strong hub brand.  
"Make it easy. Pack 
[company pitches and 
information] up nicely 
and more investors will 
come”  

• Actively seek partners among 
government, hubs, universities 
or NGOs to structure 
appropriate financing with 
reduced bias 



Role Priorities Interactions Opportunities 

H
ub

 S
up

po
rt

 

• Organize, build 
capacity, and 
capabilities of 
innovation hubs. 

• Serve entrepreneurs 
better by improving 
communication among 
hubs 

• Bring in funders for the 
hub community   

• Pool resources for hubs 
and present hub strengths to 
other ecosystem players  

  
 

 
 

 

 



Appendix 3- Hub Journey Map

• Completed Journey Map (1)
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We want to lead by example so we encourage 
them to talk to each other, brainstorm to solve 

others problems

3 4 5 6

5431

2

Motivation 
to learn 

about CE

Established 
customer 

base

Alignment 
with interests 
and program

Communicate 
about social 
innovation, 
events, and 

relevant tools

Review 
application 
documents

Communicate 
about relevant 

social 
entrepreneurship 

programs

Select 
cohort

Agreement 
between 
partner, 

and IHK...

Call for 
applications Workshops 

on CE 
Topics

6

7 8 9

Circular 
collaboration

Product 
journey 

mapping

Circular 
business 
models

10 11 12 13Coaching 
with 

mentors 
from ALU

Demo 
Day

14

Initial 
assessment/ 

plan for 
acceleration?

Test circular 
innovations 

(seed 
funding)

Circular 
opportunity 

identification

Circularity Series- 
opportunities to 
share story and 

engage a broader 
community of 

practice

"bringing people together to 
solve their social challenges 

together"

Innovation programs to 
support entrepreneurs and 

build an innovation 
ecosystem

Webite visit 
(due diligence) 
has been done 

before

Networking

International 
cohort?

Are both env 
and social 

aspects 
included

Industry? 
Academia? 

NGOS?

Circular implies 
physical 

products, how 
do you support 

prototyping?

Do you have access 
to manufacturing/ 

design/ distribution 
knowledge already?

Who?  How do 
you communicate 

the funding 
potential of the 

cohort?

What value do 
investors see 
IHK provides 

them?

Partner 
provided input 
on application 
and selection

Preselection

for piloting 
the new 
circular 

idea

MasterClass in 
Circular Economy 
from the global 

Impact Hub 
network.

Academic 
connections with 
experience with 

CE and 
entrepreneurship

all the cohort 
is doing 
different 

things

Explaining what's 
happening and 
sharing startup 

profiles. 
Transparency and 

collaboration

We provide them 
with a pipeline to 
fill their portfolio 
with startups of 
different social 

focus

Do you combine 
content from 

different 
accleration 
programs?

Complete 
baseline 

circularity 
assessment

Connected with 
another African 
Impact Hub for 

a broader 
community

"Usually we do an initial assessment...  for 
this one, there was a baseline circularity 

assessment,... the focus is largely 
environmental but one of the businesses 

included a social aspect"

How do you 
help protect IP 

within a 
sharing 

environment?

Awareness Evaluation / Selection Experience Follow Up

Alumni &
MembersEvents Website

Incubation Center Social Media

Communication Channels & Touchpoints

AW: Communicate 
about social 
innovation, 
events, and 

relevant tools

AW: Communicate 
about green 
innovation, 
events, and 

relevant tools

AW: Communicate 
about relevant 

green 
entrepreneurship 

programs

AW: Communicate 
about relevant 

social 
entrepreneurship 

programs

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14AW: 
Circularity 

assessment

AW: Social 
aspects in 

assessment

ACT: 
Economic 

criteria

ACT: 
Motivation 

to learn 
about CE

ED: Circular 
economy 

masterclass

ED: 
Workshops 

on CE 
Topics

Funding 
supports 

the 
prototyping

ED: 
Mentors 
with CE 

experience

ACT: Support 
to try 

circularity 
ideas

AW: CE 
businesses 

pitch to 
community 

and investors

ED: Mentors with 
entrepreneurship 

and business 
experience

ED: Workshops 
about opportunity 
identification and 
business models

AW: 
Community to 

support 
entrepreneurs 

(well- being)

ACT: Chance to 
meet investors 

 or potential 
partners and 

staff

Implementation Partner

AcademiaIndustry

NGO

Funders

ED: Sharing CE 
businesses and 

stories with 
community and 

ecosystem

Selection Criteria

Revenue 
stream

Tools to identify 
potential new 

revenue streams 
to improve env 

and econ 
sustainability

Individual 
coaching to 
understand 

and apply CE 
principles

Join CE 
network

Training and 
workshops 

on CE topics

HubsEntrepreneurs

Funding 
$3000USD

Resources / BenefitsResources / Benefits

Hubs Hubs Entrepreneurs IndustryFunders

Academia Industry
Funders Funders Entrepreneurs

NGO Entrepreneurs Funders

AW: CE 
businesses 

pitch to 
community 

and investors

Because it was so extensive, we 
didn't do any other parts

We have just started combining some content but 
still adapting it to the startups/program participants. 
For instance, we gave a circular business modeling 

session to our Lab of Tomorrow initiative 
participants.

6/14

14/14

4/14



Appendix 4- Value Maps

• Social Impact Hub Opportunity Summary (1)
• Tech Hub Opportunity Summary (1)
• Academia Hub Value Map (1)



Purpose

Value opportunities

Value missed
 or destroyed

Value captured

Environment

Support

Entrepreneur Hubs

Academia

Industry
Policy

Partnering with 
other hubs for 

pipeline, 
strength sharing

Help to identify common 
problems in different 

international markets so 
entrepreneurs can easily 

scale their solutions

They 
represent 

environmet's 
voice

Combining 
diverse POV to 

approach 
environmental 

challenges.

Update policies 
(and make them 
accurate so that 
they are really 

applicable)

Helping larger or more 
established companies 

to be green through 
partnering with KCIC 
for challenges and 

piloting relevant ideas

Engaging the 
communities via the 

KCIC network to 
inform about 

climate issues and 
share relevant 

helpful information

Since it is not always 
something that 

investors might pay for 
(takig care of 

environment) this 
could help them prove 

it economic benefit

Establish 
Climate and 
community 
talks via the 

different office

Partner with companies for 
sector specific content

-- Philips (Foundation) for 
Medisign 101

-- WFP and Phillips for 
regulated environments

Create a way to pool 
or share reviews of 

applicants to reduce 
work for hubs and 

entrepreneurs

Showcase revitalized 
success stories to 

make the impact of 
efforts tangible

Peer, expert, 
and hub 

support and 
training

Networking 
and 

partnerships

ROI for 
debt and 
investors

Brings innovation 
and Green biz 
development 

education out of 
the major cities

Partnerships 
with upcoming 
businesses in 
value chain

Facilitate the 
transition to a 

more green Kenya 
to meet national 
and international 

targets

Environment of climate 
supporting innovation 

through KCIC co- 
location at Strathmore 

(for interested 
companies in Nairobi)

Products and 
solutions that 

give it a 
break

Rural offices allow 
access to those in 
remote areas and 

without digital 
connection

Promote  
climate impact 
related topics,

Market 
access

Traveling 
to site 
visits Due 

diligence 
assistance- 
ensure ROI

Tracking to 
understand 
true impact 

2+ years after

Credibility 
as a 

graduate

Funding 
provided 
based on 

business case

Provides people 
what they need for 
well being and work

New products 
and services 

that support the 
environment 

and agriculture

Grant Providers
Debt Financing

Investors

Empower the ecosystem to 
provide environmentally 
(and socially) conscious 

businesses

Being an expert 
resource for other 

hubs to add 
climate related 
programming

Facility access 
to create and 

test their 
solution

New options 
for products 
and services

Understand some 
of the needs of 
entrepreneurs 
and innovators 

related to climate

Sharing environmental 
mindset into society with 

(economical/business 
value)

Creating competition for the "old 
fasioned" industry which didn't pay 

attention to environment (like a 
push for them to start doing it also 

themselves)

Knowledge 
sharing between 

other hubs for 
good solutions 
that address a 

major issue

Sponsor 
hackathons and 

challenges to 
address particular 

environmental 
issues

Use expertise in 
value chain to 

benefit key 
stakeholders more 
(help farmers get 
higher prices for 

crops)

Hub helps make 
impact of current 

actions more 
understandable 
and tanglible to 

community

Serve as a 
representative on 
behalf on startups 

(collective bargaining 
power) with larger 

players in supply chain 
or govt

Creating the 
future- 

supporting the 
big industries 
of the future

Hubs as 
startup 

cooperatives 
for a particular 

sector

Work together with 
hubs to address 
climate related 

needs in community 
that also support 

the business

Provide high cost or 
capital resources to 

entrepreneurs to 
facilitate value 

addition or 
opportunity capture

Sharing tools/ 
machine that 

alone would not 
be possible to 

have

Provide solutions 
that help to 

challenge the status 
quo- different 

approaches in the 
industry

Partner with hubs 
to understand 

regulations (and 
opportunities), 
goals related to 

climate

Sharing identified 
areas of interest 
(BOM), additional 

deep research 
topics

Use insights about 
infrastructure and 
supply chain issues 
to create policy to 
support industry

Analyze and 
influence impact 

of innovations 
on users/ 

community

ISHOW 
partnerships, 

judges, 
reviewers

Professors / past 
and present serve 

as judges, 
steering 

committee, 
reviewers

Integrating  
fellows uses 

review process 
to train 

engineers

Do fellows get 
comments or 
feedback to 

understand how 
they did or how to 

improve?

No environmental 
questions 
included 

(Inventor's Guide)

One 
environmental 
sustainability 

webinar 
(inspirational but 
not instructive)

Integrate the 
webinars and 

questions

Coaching through 
progress in green 
manufacturing / 

supply

No instructional 
webinars around  
(environmental or 

fair trade) 
sustainability 

provided

Sustainable 
manufacturing 

workshop lab / pilot 
/ curriculum support 
between ASME and 
Kenyatta, PAU STI or 

others

Deliver research 
to help support 

hardware 
enterprises and 

success rates

With policy, 
industry 

and other 
hubs

Deliver research 
to help support 

hardware 
enterprises and 

success rates

With policy, 
industry 

and other 
hubs

Communicate 
about social 
innovation, 
events, and 

relevant tools

Communicate 
about circular 

innovation, 
events, and 

relevant tools

Share how to 
take Green/ 

Circular 
business to 

the rural areas

incorporate 
social impact 
assessment/ 

principles into 
every program

Become experts and 
ambassadors of integrating 

social / environmental impact 
within their industry and 

community

Provide an 
opportunity for 

nonselected 
applicants to 

showcase their 
ideas (Honorable 

Mentions

Potential for more 
engagement with 

IITs, ... - 
collaborating with 

depts.

Environmental 
offset/ pay 

forward projects 
each year 

(scouted by e4c 
fellows??)

Coaching through 
progress in green 
manufacturing / 

supply

Generating 
research streams 

to drive policy 
around product / 
industry lifecycle 

issues

Industry 
partners 

as funders

Partnering with mfg 
industry for judging, 
potentially support 
startup businesses 

(mentoring)

Builiding connections 
and learning from past 
ISHOW finalists (BURN 

Kenya) to help the 
newer businesses see 

what is possible

An expertise / 
value exchange 

with local judges 
to maximize 
positive local 

impact

Potential for 
more 

engagement 
with IHE CSIE

Engineering review courses with 
national engineering orgs

Ewh model- create awareness of 
need and value, offer training, 
transition to local education 

provider with shared pathway 
for certified students, ( transition 
Review to local early rounds, add 

local to boot and review

Follow the Fulbright model for 
round 1 review

 local engineering societies are 
trained and facilitate round 1 for 
... what can ASME provide as an 

incentive?
Recognition- promote the society 

capabilities to raise their 
credibility locally and globally

Funding? Tools / equipment to 
further allow in country training

Rotate host cities
  - Facilitate (and force) forging of 

new relationships
  - Increase visibility in new areas

  - Work on creating a hosting 
process (or contacts for those 

who have one) instead of 
holiding onto an even

Add a DER Sessions at later points /
Alumni judge DER (exchange review for 

review)
  Have a point(s) of continuity to tie 

together the conversation (can the whole 
volunteer group come back? Most people 

probably would for something 1X per 
quarter to help young engineers.

Reduces the drinking from a firehose

Fellows for winners? Most 
improved? Continued 

targeted support of the 
business, maintain the 
network, longer term 

insights for improvement

Make ISHOW the 
main event of a 

larger sustainable/ 
dev engineering 

conference - 
capacity building

On location finalist pitches 
at local Universities/ 

schools/ partner  facilities
(connection to potential 

resources, 
inspiration/awareness for 

students Add specific social 
equity questions- 

supply chain, 
company org and 

BizM

Offer a "course catalog" (like IdeaLab) for 
finalists and slots to learn about the 

different areas in workshops (can 
include content already created or 

combine with case study style activities 
(working on their own biz)

Offer blended 
media delivery so 
whole teams can 

engage in the 
workshops/ and 

round robins

Social Impact
Hub 
Opportunity 
Summary



Purpose

Value opportunities

Value missed
 or destroyed

Value captured

Environment

Support

Entrepreneur Hubs

Academia

Industry
Policy

Pipeline of 
clients (KLab, 
250, WSH, Intl 

partners

Provide new entrepreneurs 
with key skillsets to facilitate 

them to develop desired 
products for Rwanda and 

abroad

Understanding 
the business 

case and value 
of Green IT

Using knowledge 
and experience pf 
entrepreneurship 

in a different 
capacity

Use of 
disposable 

bottles

Opportunities to 
encourage and 

find specific 
technology 
companies

Tackling 
specific/ 

local 
challenges

Pipeline 
to 

clients

Expert 
input in 

selection of 
the cohort

Updating/ 
renovating 

policies and 
laws

Help new 
businesses 

hire new 
employees

A place to send 
their 

entrepreneural 
students

Business 
training

Startups gain 
credibility 
through 

working with 
the hub

Encourage or 
facilitate like 

minded funders 
to sponsor a 

cohort focused on 
an area of interest

Work with 
academia  and 
hub to teach 

Green IT 
techniques

Clarify that 
targeted clients 

are those with an 
early prototype 

(not yet validated)

Encouraging 
new companies 

to form and 
enter the 
market

Teaching and 
incorporating Green IT 
/Sustainable software

Support awareness and 
implementation of policies 

on eWaste indivudually 
and among clients

Integrating 
environmentally 

sustainable 
aspects of tech

What do experts 
available to hub 
(Legal, Tech, and 

Finance) and team 
members do 

between cohorts?

Teach short 
courses / 

workshops at 
partner 

institutions

Legal and finance 
case studies to 

provide practical 
training to 
students

Product 
design, 
coding 
courses

Things that promote wellbeing or 
provide for needs for people to 

work, live, and move

Partner with 
GoR to extend 

Digital 
Ambassador 

program

Society

Access to 
dedicated 

finance and 
legal resources

the chance to 
access new 

markets with 
soft landing

Support to 
improve 
products 
based on 
market

Funding 
and access 
to investors

Office 
space

Develop the country and economy  
by facilitating the growth  of new 

tech businesses through amplifying 
skills, providing law &  finance 

expertise, and providing market 
access

Funding 
from grants 

and 
partners

Entrepreneurial 
Mindset change

All members of the 
cohort improve job 

readiness by 
working together in 
a multidisciplinary 

team

Teaching 
entrepreneurship 101 
in secondary and post 

secondary schools

HCD 
infused 
support

Potential new options 
for mergers / using in 

own business

Mentorship

Getting 
contacts for 

manufacturers 
/ value chain

connection to 
potential jobs/ 
internships for 

students

"Job Fair" to facilitate 
students to get jobs 

with startups create a week- 
long workshop 

under 
a specific topic

people who are 
interested in the 

topic come 
join/make up 

team-> people 
connect with others

the organization 
rewards to the best 
final project -> they 

get contacts of 
potential 

participants for 
further project

Teach short courses 
in regional and 

district centers to 
promote advanced 
tech skills in remote 

areas

Provide skills 
courses in 

tech or 
software dev

Community 
work / 
study 
center

Inspiration 
for young 
people's 

aspirations

Partner with startups/ 
hubs for topics for projects 

in classes (support 
startups / gain experience)

Volunteering to teach 
courses to the 

community based on 
the hubs skillsets

Use fellow 
entrepreneurs 

 within own 
value chain or 

as experts

Startups get to 
know each 

other through 
weekly mtgs

Create a 
community 
of shared 

values

Being in a 
community 
/ "You are 
not alone"

Use startups / 
innovators as 

experts to help 
drive new laws 
related to tech

Make it 
easy to find 
all policies 
and laws

New 
technology 

may be hard 
to measure 

the impact of

Startups aren't 
thinking about the 
environment (too 

much else to 
worry about)

Set rules / 
infrastructure to 

make operations / 
startups more 

environmentally 
friendly

Help startups to 
measure and be 
more aware of 

their impact 
(teach tools)

Can learn the new 
technology and 

trends to 
incorporate in the 
curriculum based 

on startups

Diversification 
of industries 

and 
possiblities

Lecturers maintain 
practical experitise by 

serving as technical 
advisors to companies

Hosting industry 
sponsored 

challenges  to 
get new ideas 

into companies
Continuing student / 

community projects year 
after year to ensure the 
community gets a good 

product

Incorporate environmental 
considerations into 
curriculum for each 

department

Research on the effectiveness 
of different methods of 

encouraging 
entrepreneurship (across the 

RPs) to optimize

Add design for circularity 
and sustainability to the 

curriculum within the 
incubation center

Utilize IPRCs' locations in 
rural areas as centers for 
community innovation/ 
prototyping centers by 

opening beyond students

Tech
Hub 
Opportunity 
Summary



Purpose

Value opportunities

Value missed
 or destroyed

Value captured

Environment

Support

Entrepreneur Hubs

Academia

Industry
Policy

Introduce design 
thinking principles 

into classes 
through projects 
and assignments

Incorporating 
other aspects of 

design into 
curriculum (D4 
circularity,  D 4 
social impact)

A intro to design 
thinking principles 
incorporated into 

class projects

Consistent 
education about 
how a student's 
target industry 

impacts 
environment

Incorporating 
design thinking 

and 
entrepreneurship 

concepts into 
courses

Feedback on how 
to better 

encourage 
entrepreneurship 

and curiosity in 
students

Innovation 
challenges / 

class projects 
from 

companies

Continuing student / 
community projects year 
after year to ensure the 
community gets a good 

product

For intl funders, 
creating partnerships 
or opportunities for 

student entrepreneurs 
to get intl exposure 

and experience

Collaborative 
projects among 
students from 

different 
countries

Hubs collaborating 
with academia to use 
startups challenges as 

student projects

Ad hoc teaching 
about incorporating 

energy efficiency, 
material 

conservation into 
students' work

Learning a 
design 

approach to 
innovation

Support learning 
opportunities for 

students in 
design, thinking 

and 
entrepreneurship

Access 
Students with 
early business 
concepts and 

prototypes

Funding 
partner for 

program

Renewable 
energy in the 
school and 
incubation 

center

Legal and 
administration 

support

A safe 
brainstorming 

space

Office 
space

Technical support 
/ expertise from 
staff to create 

unique value and 
expertise for the 
incubation center

Financial 
support

Allowing or 
facilitating ideas 

from the 
community 

through use of 
workshops

Continuing 
community projects 

year after year so 
students can learn 

from their 
predecessors

No visibility to 
the impact of 
their funding 

at home

International NGO

Encourage and develop the 
entrepreneurial mindset  to 
spark self- employment by 

students and economic 
growth

Opportunity to 
try and get 

access to new 
products and 

services?

Encouraging 
innovation within 
the student club 

focused on 
Environment

Incorporate environmental 
considerations into 
curriculum for each 

department

Research on the effectiveness 
of different methods of 

encouraging 
entrepreneurship (across the 

RPs) to optimize

Add design for circularity 
and sustainability to the 

curriculum within the 
incubation center

Utilize IPRCs' locations in 
rural areas as centers for 
community innovation/ 
prototyping centers by 

opening beyond students

Create an option to 
continue community 

projects year after 
year so students can 

learn from their 
predecessors

Create more 
opportunities for 

academic staff 
toshare their 

expertise in the 
incubation center

Academic 
Hub Map



Appendix 5- Ideation

• Second Round of Ideation for Journey design (1)



Trend Driven

Impact Level increase

Walking through the Reflections

Building Relationships with Existing Partners

Ideation 2



Appendix 6- Sustainability Journey 
Iterations 

• Reflection Questions for Workshop session (1)
• Sustainability Journey Version 1 (1)
• Sustainability Journey Version 2 (1)
• Final Sustainability Journey (3)



• Touchpoints
• Are there groups who are excluded from certain parts of the process 

because of the touchpoints used? (Equal access  social impact, Action)
• ie. Is the program application downloadable or offered in paper? 

Is the website/ program application mobile friendly?

Evaluating  Sustainability Impact

• Can we, as a hub, take actions to lead by example?

• Do our activities and impact align with where the technology, industry, 
or country are going?

• How can we adjust our activities to better prepare entrepreneurs for 
this?

Targets and Comments 

• Consider the stakeholders identified by stars in the previous reflections. 
How do they view and interact with innovators? What is their expertise? 
How can this help entrepreneurs? Do they have any goals or aspirations 
to engage more in innovation or sustainable development?

• Consider the activities and criteria identified by stars in the previous 
reflections. What are the goals and initiatives relating to these topics?

• Whose perspective do we have little knowledge of?

Sustainability of Actions

• Is the purpose and value proposition clearly visible in the areas of 
sustainability impact? 

• How can we increase the level of impact of each activity or interaction?

Stepped up Sustainability

• Are there at least 2 pillars represented in the improvements?

• Are there a mix of short and long term improvements?

• What are ways we positively impact 2 sustainability pillars while 
ensuring no negative impact on the third?

Activities
• If there are Selection criteria in the Evaluation phase, are there activities aimed at 

influencing each of these criteria? Place a star next to any selection criteria 
without activities.

• How do we help uncover entrepreneur’s “unknown unknowns”?
• Do we allow for custom support for entrepreneurs based on their needs?
• Are there missed opportunities to use our or our partner’s expertise?
• Are there any choices made in operations that provide an example of sustainable 

impact for the entrepreneurs? Add these Action level activities to the experience 
phase under the main program activities

• Ie Social- Do you actively consider hiring staff from different parts of the 
country, gender, and previous experience? Do you engage in volunteer 
activities (umuganda) as a organization

• Environmental- Do you conserve electricity, recycle? Do you use refillable 
water jugs instead of bottles? 

• Economic- How do you update your own business model? How do you 
determine which programs, resources, and benefits to offer?

• Do you call attention to any of these operational choices? Do they 
influence what you teach, how you teach, or what resources you provide 
for entrepreneurs? 

Stakeholders
• Are there stakeholders who are participating in only the Awareness, Evaluation, 

or Follow Up phases?
• If there is one stakeholder closely involved with the program, who can be added 

to provide a different perspective for the entrepreneurs? 
• Are there missing stakeholders who could add value to the program?
• Are there relationships based on informal or personal connections that could be 

strengthened?
• Ex. Hub manager has a neighbor at the local University. If the hub needs 

mentors or judges, his neighbor usually gathers 3 or 4 volunteers  The 
local university has the hub on its calendar and coordinates judges and 
mentors in partnership with the hub

Reflection Questions Revision 1



1 2 3 65 7 8
4

4

9

1 2 3

10 11

Some quotes can come from partners or 
internal that help drive targets

Selection 
criteria 1

Selection 
criteria 2

Selection 
criteria 3

Selection 
criteria 5

Selection 
criteria 4

Fill in the ESO mission and

Insert the triple bottom line value proposition

Add a quote from a partner, team 
member, or entrepreneur about why 

they appreciate the program

Awareness Evaluation / Selection Experience

Ex. 
Partners

Ex. 
Mentorship

Entrepreneur 
resource / 

benefit

Ex. 
Funding 
needs

6

5 7

Selection Criteria

ACT:

Website Social Media

Direct Communication Channels

Partners

Alumni NGO

Hubs

Academia

12 13 14 15 16 17

Include quotes that point out any pain points 
for entrepreneurs, staff or team members 

involved in offering the program

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Ex. Expertise 
from 

industry 
experts

NGO Industry Academia

Follow Up

Funders Hubs

 Resources and Value Received by Entrepreneurs

  A
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Hubs

Academia

Alumni
Industry

Check for government goals regarding public 
education. Also consider specific schools 
websites and targets in their mission and 

strategy

Quotes from funders or specific goals 
should definitely be included. These are 

ways to be eligible for funding sources for  
environmental and social initiatives as well 

as overall hub activities as a responsible 
business

ACT: AW:

  T
ou

ch
po

in
t

NGOAcademiaIndustry

Steering/ Selection Committee

Selection Criteria

18

11
20

 9
20

 8
20

18

This can be a quote from a stakeholder colored coded 
based on the related sustainability pillar

Science Tech Innovation Policy
Some social related aspects

National Government
International (East African Community)

Govt

Economic focused Govt initative relevant to startups or target 
sectors

Aspects and goals for environmental 
policy

Government Resources
UN Sustainable Development goals

NGOs aligned with specific SDGs

Policy Documents for international groups like UN, 
African Union, or smaller regional groups like the East 
African Community often have high level and longer 
term goals which help to plan for similar strategies

5
4

321

7 9 12 14

Govt

AUGovt

Entrepreneur

Manufacturing Misses for Africa in 2019
News articles can also be helpful to show new, upcoming trends 

or big misses that can give insights on what to strive for or 
avoid

https://www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/manufacturing- 
trends- for- africa- in- the- decade- to- come- 2020- 01- 

29/rep_id:4136

Major consulting agencies like Deloitte, Dalberg, Accenture, 
PWC, McKinsey, and others often put out research and trend 
outlooks for specific industry sectors and regions. These can 

provide targets for all pillars
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/energy- and- 

resources/articles/manufacturing- industry- outlook.html

Journey Revision 1
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ph: 
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Industry

Industry

Support

Academia

Funders

Hubs

10 11
8 13 15 16 17 18

 12
20

11
20

12
20

List any key 
resources or 

benefits available
to entrepreneurs
on a request or as

needed basis

In experience, 
activities refer to 

workshops/lessons, 
events that apply or 
are available to all 

entrepreneurs

Hubs

Include organizational mission, vision, 
purpose, or theory of change

https://www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/manufacturing-trends-for-africa-in-the-decade-to-come-2020-01-29/rep_id:4136
https://www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/manufacturing-trends-for-africa-in-the-decade-to-come-2020-01-29/rep_id:4136
https://www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/manufacturing-trends-for-africa-in-the-decade-to-come-2020-01-29/rep_id:4136
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/energy-and-resources/articles/manufacturing-industry-outlook.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/energy-and-resources/articles/manufacturing-industry-outlook.html


Awareness Evaluation / Selection Experience

6

Follow Up
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321

7 9 12 14
10 11

8 13 15 16 17 18

12
20

11
20

12
20

Place icon of 
selected 

stakeholder

Does the program target specific industry 
sectors or technology? Write the sector(s) 

on a sticky note. Copy into each row.

Program Focus

Agriculture

Technology 
= physical 
product / 
hardware

Opportunities

Current Level Step Up
For each criteria that does not clearly have an activity supporting it, come up 

with 1- 2 ideas to address it

Selection Criteria

Criteria Idea
Write down potential program activities or additional resources the hub can provide to 
work toward achieving the goal

Identify stakeholder organizations that are 
also working toward accomplishing the goal. 
Write the expertise or resources they offer

Economic Impact Activity Ideas

Market trends/ economic goal (Govt, AU, UN)
Environmental or climate impact trend, regulation, or 

goal

Social Impact Activity IdeasEnvironmental Impact Activity Ideas

Expertise

Social impact trend, regulation, or goal

Place icon of 
selected 

stakeholder

Opportunities
Write down potential program activities or additional resources the hub can provide to 
work toward achieving the goal

Identify stakeholder organizations that are 
also working toward accomplishing the goal. 
Write the expertise or resources they offer

Expertise Place icon of 
selected 

stakeholder

Opportunities
Write down potential program activities or additional resources the hub can provide to 
work toward achieving the goal

Identify stakeholder organizations that are 
also working toward accomplishing the goal. 
Write the expertise or resources they offer

Expertise

For Each Pillar:
Select one impact activity and consider a way to increase its impact by level or by people reached
Select one activity without an impact score and reimagine it so that it impacts the selected pillar

Social Media 
Engagement

ImplementationManufacturing

1 2 3
65 7 84

4

9

1 2 3

10 11Communicate 
open 

applications 
and cohort 
selection

Prototype
Impact 

Potential
Market 
Viability

Stage of 
Development

Current 
Challenges 

match ISHOW 
strengths

Screen 
applications 

based on 
selection 
criteria

Select 
regional 
cohort

Onboarding 
Workshop

Solution and 
company 
overview

"Pitch"

Introduce 
slide 

template and 
design tips

Mentoring 
session with 

an expert 
panel

Environmental 
Sustainability 

workshop

Hardware 
Validation

Customer 
Insight

Review 
applications 

using 
Benchmarking 
methodology

Steering 
committee 

reviews 
assessment

Partners

Presentation 
to 

international 
community

Invitation 
to global 

conference

Mentorship
Design 

Services
In- kind 

Investment
Direct 

Investment

Business 
Development 

Assets & 
Storytelling

Communicate 
resources for 

hardware 
innovators  via 

Inventors Guide

Funding 
needs

Team 
Profile

Fellows

65 7

Selection Criteria

AW: Regional  
shows 

encourage 
more global 

representation

ACT: Provide 
resources help 
any hardware 

innovator

Website Social Media

Direct Communication Channels

Partners

Alumni NGO

Hubs

Academia

AW: One 
environmental 
sustainability 

webinar 
(inspirational but 
not instructive)

Overview 
sample 

questions 
and topics

1 on-1  call 
to prepare 

for 
regionals

IS the Keynote 
related to 

hardware? is the 
content instructional 
vs inspirational for 

teams

Networking 
Reception

12 13 14 15 16 17

Networking

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

ACT: 
Consider 

social impact 
in criteria

ACT: Consider 
environmental 

impact in 
criteria

ACT: 
Economic, 
and team 

criteria

ED: 
Environmental 

considerations in 
manufacturing 

review

ED: Economic 
considerations 
in round robin 

topics

AW: 
Understanding of 
impact gained in 

company and 
product overview

ED:  
Sustainability 

workshop

Mentoring 
session with 

an expert 
panel

Mentoring 
session with 

an expert 
panel

ED: Mentoring 
session with 

an expert 
panel

Ed: Integrating 
 fellows uses 

review process 
to train 

students

AW: 1 on 1 
meeting can 

include 
discussion 

sustainability

Technical 
expertise 

from industry 
experts

NGO Industry AcademiaFunders Hubs

Global Cohort Resources and Value 
Received

Expert 
Panel 

discussions

NGO
Alumni

Hubs

Academia

AlumniIndustry

ED: Facilitate 
clear 

communication 
of whole story

ED: 
Communicate 
all aspects of 

business

ACT: Facilitate 
conversations 
with potential 
partners and 

investors

ACT: Facilitate 
conversations 
with potential 
partners and 

investors

Create awareness 
about requirements 
and potential gaps 

business gaps 
through in depth 

application

ACT: 
Economic, 
and team 

criteria

AW: Introduces 
key 

manufacturing 
and engineering 

concepts

Round 
Robin 

discussions 
with experts

Gearbox

NGOAcademiaIndustry

Steering Committee

Selection Criteria

18Utilize 
other 

resources

11/20

9/20

8/20

18

Invited back 
as judges, 
experts, or 

mentors

Reflection

Stepped up Sustainability
•Can we, as a hub, take actions to lead by 
example and increase our impact in key 

areas?
Are there at least 2 pillars represented in 

the improvements?
Are there a mix of short and long term 

improvements?
What are ways we positively impact 2 
sustainability pillars while ensuring no 

negative impact on the third?

Activities
•What are the developments or trends 

impacting the industries, technologies, or 
markets that include our entrepreneurs? List 

2
•Are there any choices made in operations 

that provide an example of sustainable 
impact for the entrepreneurs? --> Action

Write down 1 hub action that directly impacts 
each pillar.

Are there activities aimed at influencing each 
of the Selection criteria in the Evaluation 

phase?

Touchpoints
Are there groups who are excluded from 

certain parts of the process because of the 
touchpoints used?  (ie. Is the program 

application downloadable or offered in 
paper?).

Stakeholders
• Are there missing stakeholders who could 

add value to the program?
Identify organizations within these 

stakeholder groups whose goals align.
•Are there relationships based on informal 

or personal connections that could be 
strengthened?

Stakeholder Targets and Comments 
•Consider the stakeholders identified by 
stars in the previous reflections. How do 
they view and interact with innovators? 

What is their expertise? How can this help 
entrepreneurs? Do they have any goals or 

aspirations to engage more in innovation or 
sustainable development?

Sustainability of Activities
•Is our hub purpose clearly visible in the 

areas of sustainability impact?
•How can we increase the level of impact 

of each activity or interaction?
•How can we increase the level of impact 
of each activity or interaction? For each 
activity without a Sustainability impact, 

come up with a modification of the activity 
to make it more impactful.

5
7

7

Prototype

Impact 
Potential

Market 
Viability

Stage of 
Development

Current 
Challenges 

match ISHOW 
strengths

Funding 
needs

Team 
Profile

WASH

Health 
/ Safety

James

Iana

Francisco

Jonathon

Adam

Leah

What part of Round 
Robins / Bootcamp 

addresses it?

 We care about  “social innovation,” that is, solving social and environmental issues  through enterprise. 
We believe a focus on users and customers ensures  sustainable and scalable solutions. We are a global 
network of  engineers, makers, dreamers, designers, investors and entrepreneurs.

Vision: Social empowerment via improved engineering engagement & scalable, suitable solutions

What is 
your social 

impact 
goal?

What is your 
environmental 
impact goal?

What is your 
economic 

impact goal?

Brainstorm 
trends



Awareness Evaluation / Selection Experience Follow Up
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Place logo here
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   2.1) What does the hub do to prepare and execute the program?  Write the activities in each phase on a sticky note. List any resources in Experience

   3) How do the activities help reach an impact goal? Write this down on a sticky color corresponding to the impact goal.

How the hub tells people who they are, what they do, when to apply How the hub determines which applicants will become participants How the hub supports and interacts with participants How the hub interacts with alumni

   4.1) Where do you connect with people? Place an icon to show the touchpoints/ locations that match each activity.

Program goal 
related to 

social impact

Program goal related 
to economic impact

Program goal related 
to environmental 

impact

   1.1) Write down the impact goal for each sustainability pillar

   5.1) Who provides expertise or connections? Place an icon to show the stakeholder groups that support each activity.

   6) Place the Impact Level indicators on the axis to visualize the impact of each activity. Align each indicator under the corresponding activity above

Economic EnvironmentalSocial

   8.2) Place the three ideas to test first from 10.2  in the appropriate box.
   Identify stakeholders who may provide resources needed

   Place other ideas to incorporate into the program here

2 31

Program Journey (2-6)

Sustainability Journey Journey Board



Economic Impact Activity IdeasSocial Impact Activity Ideas Environmental Impact Activity Ideas

Train

Reflecting on Goals

ActInform

   1.2) Write down the goals and trends affecting innovation and your industry?

Ecosystem goals/ trends related to social impact Ecosystem goals / trends related to social impact Ecosystem goal / trend related to environment

   3.1) Are there any activities that can be changed to better address the goal? Copy them here
   Write one way to modify each activity to better address an impact goal.

   3.2) Are there any activities that don't align with an impact goal? Copy them here
Discuss and write 1 way to complete each activity that addresses an impact goal

   4.2) Are there any groups excluded by the choice of location / touchpoint? 
Write them here. Write 1 idea to reach each group

5.2) Are there stakeholders who can provide more value (network, 
expertise)? Place the stakeholder icon and list a specific organization or 
person. Write down the additional value.

Program goal related to 
social impact

Program goal related to 
economic impact

Program goal related to 
environmental impact

Train
ActInform

  7.2) What are new ideas for activities to address the goal above?
Consider the touchpoints and stakeholders in 4.2 and 5.2. Discuss and write them below.
Make sure to have at least one idea per impact level

TrainActInform

Reflecting on Journey (3, 4, 5)

Creating Ideas for Impact (7) 

  7.3) What are new ideas for activities to address the goal above?
Consider the touchpoints and stakeholders in 4.2 and 5.2. Discuss and write them below.
Make sure to have at least one idea per impact level

Sustainability Journey Discussion Board

  7.2) What are new ideas for activities to address the goal above?
Consider the touchpoints and stakeholders in 4.2 and 5.2. Discuss and write them below.
Make sure to have at least one idea per impact level



Implementation Time

Impact Level

   8.1) Copy the activity ideas from parts 3, 4, and 7. Discuss the potential implementation time for each activity. Place the appropriate sticker on each activity to show approximate time to implement
Arrange the ideas according to the implementation time and the impact level. Select three ideas to pilot and implement first

Inform

Act

Train

Prioritizing Ideas (8) 

0

Sustainability Journey Prioritizing Ideas Board



Appendix 7- Pilot Canvas Iterations

• Original Pilot Canvas for workshop sessions (1)
• Final Pilot canvas (1)



Partner 
1

Internal 
Resource

Other 
human 

resource

 section  section

Internal 
Resource

Partner 
2

 section  section

More about the tool
This tool is a redesigned form of the sustainable 
business model canvas created by Baldassarre et 
al (2020) specifically to plan pilot activities in order 
to drive action after planning. The goal is to get 
quick feedback on an idea to allow improvement 
as needed as opposed to detailed planning and 
cost for an untested idea.

Baldassarre, B., Konietzko, J., Brown, P., 
Calabretta, G., Bocken, N., Karpen, I. O., & Hultink, 
E. J. (2020). Addressing the design- implementation 
gap of sustainable business models by 
prototyping: A tool for planning and executing 
small- scale pilots. Journal of Cleaner Production, 
255. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2020.120295
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338860
454_Addressing_the_design- 
implementation_gap_of_sustainable_business_mo
dels_by_prototyping_A_tool_for_planning_and_exe
cuting_small- scale_pilots

Answer the 
prompt at the top 

of each box on 
the sticky note. 

Add more if 
needed

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2020.120295
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338860454_Addressing_the_design-implementation_gap_of_sustainable_business_models_by_prototyping_A_tool_for_planning_and_executing_small-scale_pilots
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338860454_Addressing_the_design-implementation_gap_of_sustainable_business_models_by_prototyping_A_tool_for_planning_and_executing_small-scale_pilots
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338860454_Addressing_the_design-implementation_gap_of_sustainable_business_models_by_prototyping_A_tool_for_planning_and_executing_small-scale_pilots
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338860454_Addressing_the_design-implementation_gap_of_sustainable_business_models_by_prototyping_A_tool_for_planning_and_executing_small-scale_pilots
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338860454_Addressing_the_design-implementation_gap_of_sustainable_business_models_by_prototyping_A_tool_for_planning_and_executing_small-scale_pilots


What is the idea?   Why is it sustainable?   How do you make money?

How do you make it happen?

How does it work?

Idea for small scale pilot
Describe the basic idea for a small- scale 
pilot around the new more sustainable 
activity/ program that you can quickly 
execute with available resources.

Define who will be the user / customer of 
the activity / program provided in the 
small scale pilot.

Explain why the user / customer wants the activity / 
program put forward by the pilot

Explain how the pilot is going to 
create a sustainability impact and 
what is the business case related to 
this impact.

Define one or more indicators to measure the 
sustainability impact created by the pilot.

For each indicator, write down the actual result after 
finishing the pilot.

Define all the costs needed to execute the pilot and how such 
costs are shared across stakeholders

Define all the revenues coming from executing the pilot and 
how such revenues are shared across stakeholders

List the people / organizations 
involved in setting up and 
executing the pilot. Consider 
existing stakeholder relationships 
that may offer value.
You can assign each person a 
different color here

Next to each person / organization, define 
what resources they / it brings to the pilot 
(Ex. Knowledge, expertise, network, and 
infrastructure) You can assign to each item 
the same color of the related person / 
organization

Next to each person / organization, list all the actions it 
has to perform.
You can assign to each action the same color of the 
related person / organization.
Assign a deadline to each action and mark it with a sign 
when it is completed.

User/ Customer Journey
On this timeline, plot the sequence of actions that the user / customer has to do during the pilot

Delivery Actions
On this timeline, plot the sequence of actions that the people / organizations working on delivering the pilot have to do in order to support each step of the user / customer journey. You can assign to each action the same color of the related person organization
Also consider any changes to planning or program preparation needed to deliver the pilot before the program

Define a plan to execute a small scale pilot. If you can’t make it work right now, change it

RevenueCosts

People Available Resources Building Actions

User / Customer Reason to attend / use Sustainability Impact Sustainability Metrics Impact Assessment

Small Scale Pilot Date :

 Pilot Canvas

  How does it fit with other activities?

Define any changes to criteria or skills requirements needed
for the idea

Define any changes needed to activities as a result of the idea. 
Consider activities occurring before and after the idea.

ActivitiesRequirements

How does it fit with other activities?

Based on the Sustainable Business Model Pilot Canvas

  How do you make money?



Appendix 8- Target Group

• Segmentation axes (1)
• Persona- Program Pilots (1)
• Persona- Smooth Operators (1)
• Persona- Improvers (1)
• Persona- Challenge Conductors (1)



Experienced Hubs

Ready and looking 
for change

Smooth Operators

Current program and 
process are good

Program Pilots
New Hubs

Improvers

Challenge Conductors



“Program Pilots”

Program Pilots
They are new hubs and innovation programs. In line with the 
entrepreneurial spirit, they focus on designing and executing 
their pilot. They are likely to be 3BL sustainability conscious due 
to its prominence in the innovation space. However, their 
expertise, the ecosystem needs, and funding availability may 
lead them in a variety of directions if they don’t understand 
incorporate sustainability as an approach.

New Funding driven  Sustainability conscious

Motivations
- Giving back to their communities and helping the next 

generations
- Filling a gap in the ecosystem to make the road easier for those 

following

Needs and Challenges
- Finding or raising funding 
- Establishing their credibility
- Unclear guidance or path to creating a hub

- Existing support costs money they don’t have

“We understand the frustrations and dreams of 
students to become IT innovators “

“How can I convince someone of my ability? Even if I’m 
an innovator myself, it’s not easy”

“Lean” 



“Smooth Operators”

Smooth Operators
Goal: Execute their program with efficiency and service
They are the veterans. They know their mission and their program 
well and execute on both with efficiency. They may also have a 
program review process and schedule. These hubs may be part of 
larger franchises. They are sensitive to shifts, but not easily tossed by 
them. They consider new opportunities and methods carefully for 
strategic alignment

Motivations
- Providing high quality services and programs
- Becoming leaders in their physical locations and area of focus

Needs and Challenges
- Increasing credibility 

“We have a set of tools we use and teach to design 
programs for hubs“

“We currently work toward social impact and 
prosperity while striving not to harm environment”

Veterans Confident Efficient Pragmatic



“Improvers”

Improvers and Sustainability
Goal: Create more impact with their resources
They are hubs actively seeking ways to improve, and grow their 
impact beyond economic development. They may have been 
working for years or just finished their first program. 

Motivations
- Doing more for the communities and entrepreneurs they support
- Reaching new people and locations

Needs and Challenges
- Optimizing current hub resources 
- Growing and scaling current programs to reach more people 
- Addressing new needs in areas related to their current program

“We’ve seen the need across Africa, the question is 
how do we scale to meet that need effectively?“

Growth Mindset Curious

“The best part is interacting with brilliant people 
and hearing their stories”

Moderate Experience



Persona- Challenge Conductors

Challenge Conductors
Goal: Use their unique expertise and resources to build capacity
These are larger programs and organizations with a presence in 
multiple countries. They are often experts in a particular industry 
sector or focus area. This size and expertise gives these 
organizations unique resources to share, but they also have less 
understanding of context and on the ground resources.

“I have a waiting list of colleagues excited to work with 
entrepreneurs in Africa”

Big Picture Oriented Multitaskers Well funded

“One of our goals is to ensure we support the local 
hubs. That’s why we work with implementing partners“

Motivations
- Supporting smaller, and growing ecosystems
- Connecting entrepreneurs with unique support opportunities
- Supporting their organization’s CSR / impact mission

Needs and Challenges
- Finding and coordinating with implementing partners 
- Conducting due diligence with large applicant pools
- Balancing challenge consistency for funders with flexibility for 

implementing partners



Appendix 9- Roadmap

• Final Roadmap (1)
• Table of Behavior Change Interventions and 

Application in Clink (1)
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Facilitating sustainability culture 
one hub at a time

Growing impact ecosystem 
capacity through collaboration

Driving sustainability for all through 
innovation pipeline building

Positive sustainable impact 
through hubs and entrepreneurs

A community of sustainability experts 
and practitioners support innovation, 

starting with climate action

Sustainability approaches spread from 
impact focused stakeholders to all 

ASME cultivates sustainability of innovation ecosystems by setting the standard for programs 
and platforms for impact. ASME leverages expertise in innovation and sustainable 
development to achieve these goals.

Horizon 1 
FY 2023

Horizon 2 
FY 2025

Horizon 3 
FY 2027



Table of Current and Clink Interventions to Support Sustainable Business Behavior 

The highlighted cells indicate key interventions for Clink to provide value to hubs and increase the 
positive impact to entrepreneur skills and behavior areas  

 Intervention Definition Current Hub Interventions Clink Interventions for Hubs & 
Entrepreneurs 

Ca
pa

bi
lit

ie
s 

Educate Increasing knowledge or 
understanding 

 (Inform) Blog posts, 
pre/post assessment, 
application, mentoring 
Conferences for ecosystem 

Clink chats and information resources 
increase knowledge for hubs; 
Information and Connector can do this for 
entrepreneurs also 

Train Imparting skills  (Education) Workshops 
within a program, mentoring 

Clink chats or Connector (likely for $) can 
help train hubs/ staff or identify trainers 
Connector facilitates workshops in new 
areas for entrepreneurs.  

Model Providing an example for 
people to aspire to or imitate 

Supply mentorship / alumni 
speakers 

Toolkit encourages hubs to make current 
actions visible and purposeful to model 
for entrepreneurs 
Hubs, academia & industry model for 
each other through Information Sources, 
Connector, and Clink Chats 

Enable Increasing means or reducing 
barriers to increasing a 
capability or opportunity 

Funding for various direct 
(ex. pilot test costs) and 
indirect (ex. travel to 
conference) 

Toolkit facilitates identifying 
opportunities for entrepreneurs/ hub 
Connector reduces barriers to increasing 
capability by finding resources 

O
pp

or
tu

ni
ty

 

Incentivize Creating expectation of 
reward  

Funding, in kind investment, 
benefits for challenges and 
program acceptance 

Toolkit (Targets) helps identify resources 
(capacity and $) for hubs and 
entrepreneurs incorporating certain 
sustainability elements 

Coerce Creating expectation of 
punishment or cost 

  

Restrict Reduce/ increase the target 
behavior by using rules to 
reduce the opportunity to 
engage in the target / 
competing behaviors  

  

Restructure 
Environment 

Changing the physical or 
social context  

Placing hubs in school class 
areas; Sharing entrepreneur 
success stories 

Clink chats bringing social and 
environment into otherwise funding 
focused conversations; 
Toolkit guiding hubs to consider who to 
partner, impact of operations on social 
context / culture of hub 

Enable see above   

M
ot

iv
at

io
n 

Persuade Using communication to 
induce positive or negative 
feelings or stimulate action  

Bringing in guest speakers 
and alumni to promote 
entrepreneurship, 
perseverance, etc 

*Clink Chats 

Model see above   
Incentivize see above   
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